In the set agreement problem, n processes have to decide on at most n − 1 of the proposed values. This paper considers asynchronous shared-memory systems equipped with an anti-Ω failure detector. Each query to the anti-Ω returns a process id; the specification ensures that there is a correct process whose id is returned only finitely many times. The main result is that anti-Ω is both necessary and sufficient to solve set agreement in the asynchronous shared memory model.
Introduction
In the set agreement problem, n processes have to decide on at most n − 1 of the proposed values [8] . Set agreement has long been believed to be one of the weakest (non-anonymous) tasks that is not wait-free solvable in an asynchronous system. Recently, the problem of finding the weakest failure detector to solve it received considerable attention [9, 18, 23] . This paper presents the solution: the detector anti-Ω [25] is shown to be both sufficient and necessary to solve set agreement in a shared-memory system.
Each query to the anti-Ω detector returns a process id. The detector guarantees that there is a correct process whose id will be returned only finitely many times. In other words, this process id will eventually never be output by the detector. Anti-Ω might not stabilize: it is possible that more than one process id will be returned infinitely often. Anti-Ω is the weakest non-implementable eventual failure detector with finite range, that is, any such non-implementable eventual failure detector can implement anti-Ω [25] .
Essentially, this paper makes two complementary claims: the anti-Ω detector is both sufficient and necessary to solve set agreement in the asynchronous shared memory model. Section 4 shows sufficiency by presenting an anti-Ω based algorithm that solves set agreement. Section 8 shows that anti-Ω is required to solve any non-wait-free-solvable task, including set agreement. The method used combines the simulation method of [7] with the detector extraction ideas from [18] .
Set agreement and anti-Ω can be generalized to k-set agreement and k-anti-Ω (Sect. 3). This paper shows that k-anti-Ω is sufficient to solve k-set-agreement (Sect. 4). Recently, it has also been shown necessary [12] .
The paper consists of three main parts, each composed of two sections: one for the model and definitions and the other for the results. In this manner, Sects. 3 and 4 introduce k-anti-Ω and show that it is sufficient to solve k-set agreement. Sections 5 and 6 introduce the asynchronous failure detector emulation framework and prove its properties. Sections 7 and 8 use this framework to show that every non-waitfree-solvable task requires anti-Ω. Finally, Sects. 9 and 10 discuss the consequences of the results showed here, and suggest some open questions and possible directions of future work.
Related work
The formal study of unreliable failure detectors was initiated by Chandra et al. [7] , who introduced the concept and several detectors, including Ω. They also showed that, in a messagepassing system with a majority of correct processes, Ω is both sufficient and required to implement Consensus. Their proof technique, based on simulation, was used for analogous proofs for other abstractions [16] , and inspired the approach presented in this paper.
The set agreement task was introduced by Chaudhuri [8] . The efforts to show the impossibility of a wait-free solution led to the discovery of deep connections between wait-free implementability and combinatorial topology, and eventually succeeding in proving non-implementability of set agreement [5, 19, 24] . Achieving this result was challenging because set agreement is one of the weakest non-wait-freesolvable tasks.
Establishing the non-implementability started the quest for the weakest failure detector for set agreement. Previous attempts led to Ω k [23] , ϒ [18] , the Ω k family [9] , and finally anti-Ω [25] .
Guerraoui et al. [18] first presented the notion of the weakest failure detector ever and proposed the idea, followed in this paper, of extracting such a detector purely from the waitfree-impossibility of a given task, without considering the decisions. They presented a detector ϒ and showed that it is capable of solving set agreement. Each query to ϒ returns a non-empty set of processes. The detector guarantees that, eventually, all queries will be returning the same non-empty set T of processes, which is different from the set of correct processes.
Detector ϒ is the weakest eventually stable eventual failure detector [18] . On the other hand, anti-Ω is the weakest eventual, possibly unstable, failure detector with a finite range, strictly weaker than ϒ [25] . One of main contributions of this paper is removing the eventuality and finite-range assumptions.
The correspondence between k-set agreement and k simultaneous instances of Consensus was first observed by Afek et al. [3] . This observation inspired the k-vector-Ω failure detector from Sect. 4.1.
In a related paper [25] , I showed that anti-Ω is the weakest non-trivial failure detector that is eventual, with a finite range, and insensitive to exact timings. Afek and Nir [1] generalized this result to name-oblivious failure detectors in loosely named systems (in which the ids of the n processes are taken from a larger universe than just 1, . . . , n). Looseanti-Ω can solve set agreement [1] , however, weaker, non- [25] -compatible detectors, capable of doing the same might still exist. Also, non-oblivious detectors can be weaker and still solve symmetry breaking [1] .
Recently, Kuznetsov and Gafni [12] generalized the necessity result from this paper to k-set agreement, for any k. They showed that k-anti-Ω is the weakest failure detector to solve k-set agreement. Jayanti and Toueg [20] proved that every task has a weakest failure detector.
System model for sufficiency
The system considered in this paper is the standard sharedmemory model. It consists of a fixed number n of processes p 1 , . . . , p n , which communicate using some number of shared read-write atomic registers. Processes can fail by crashing, but the registers never fail. The model is asynchronous: no assumptions are made on the relative speeds of processes. In addition to performing read and write operations, a process can query any of the failure detectors available in the system.
In k-set agreement, each process can propose and decide on a single value. The following properties must hold [8] :
Validity.
Each decision was proposed by some process. Agreement. There are at most k different decisions. Termination. Eventually all correct processes will decide.
Set agreement is k-set agreement with k = n − 1, because this is the highest non-trivial k; in n-set agreement, each process can just decide on its own proposal. Set agreement is not solvable in a purely asynchronous system [5, 19, 24] .
Failure detectors
This paper considers distributed failure detectors: each process has access to a local failure detector module [7] . At any time, a process can query its local failure detector module and receive an instantaneous response. Equivalently, each local module maintains a local variable representing the detector's output, which the process can read at any time. This section focuses on a few specific failure detectors; for general requirements on detector specifications, see Sect. 5.3.
Detector Ω outputs one process id and guarantees that some correct process is eventually always output [7] . Anti-Ω, on the other hand, guarantees that some correct process id is eventually never output. Not surprisingly, these two detectors represent the extremes of a family of detectors, k-anti-Ω, for k ranging from 1 to n − 1.
Detector k-anti-Ω [22] returns a set of n − k processes such that one correct process eventually does not belong to any of the output sets. The case k = n −1, in which all output sets are singletons, corresponds to the ordinary anti-Ω. For k = 1, all output sets have n − 1 elements; outputting the remaining one process implements Ω. process consists of two steps: (i) using k-anti-Ω to implement an equivalent failure detector k-vector-Ω, and (ii) using k-vector-Ω to solve k-set agreement.
Implementing k-vector-Ω with k-anti-Ω
Failure detector k-vector-Ω is a vector of k subdetectors Ω 1 , . . . , Ω k , each returning a single process id for each query. At least one Ω i is a correct Ω-class detector [7] : it eventually keeps returning the same correct process for all queries. The other Ω j 's can behave arbitrarily. The processes do not know which Ω i is/are correct.
Detector k-vector-Ω can implement k-anti-Ω by always outputting some n − k processes that are not among the ≤ k processes selected by the subdetectors Ω 1 , . . . , Ω k . By definition, at least one Ω i will eventually keep outputting the same correct process p. Process p will therefore eventually never be output by the emulated k-anti-Ω, which completes the proof.
Detector k-anti-Ω can implement k-vector-Ω using the algorithm in Fig. 1 , inspired by the order oracle [25] . There, each process p i maintains a single-writer register counters i , in which it stores an n-element vector. Each element counters i [ j] counts the number of times the k-anti-Ω detector at process p i output process p j (lines 2-5).
Lines 6-12 emulate k-vector-Ω at each process p i . First, the process reads the counters vectors from all processes, and sums them into a temporary local vector total. Roughly speaking, total [ j] is the number of times k-anti-Ω output p j so far, at any process. Lines 9-12 order the list of all processes with respect to increasing total [ j] , and return the first k processes as the output of the emulated k-vector-Ω. Fig. 1 implements k- 
Theorem 1 Algorithm in
Proof Let F be the set of processes that k-anti-Ω outputs only finitely many times. At any correct process, all entries total[ j] with p j / ∈ F will then be increasing without limit. On the other hand, entries total[ j] with p j ∈ F will eventually stop increasing, and be the same at all correct processes. As a result, eventually the prefix q 1 , . . . , q |F| of q 1 , . . . , q n (lines 9-11) will consists of all processes in F, and will be fixed and the same at all correct processes forever.
Detector k-anti-Ω guarantees that F contains at least one correct process, say p. Therefore, there is an i ≤ |F| such that eventually always q i = p. To finish the proof, we must show that |F| ≤ k. This is true because k-anti-Ω outputs n−k processes at a time, so must output at least n − k processes infinitely often. Figure 2 shows an implementation of k-set agreement using k-vector-Ω, based on the idea by Afek et al. [3] . Each process proposes its value v to k independent parallel instances of an Ω-based Consensus algorithm [7, 13, 17, 21] . Each instance Consensus i uses Ω i provided by k-vector-Ω. Since at least one Ω i behaves like Ω, at least one instance Consensus i will decide (Termination), on a value proposed by one of the processes (Validity). Each Consensus i decides on at most one value, so the total number of different decisions cannot exceed k (Agreement). Note that even instances Consensus j with Ω j that behave arbitrarily cannot violate safety properties (Validity and Agreement), because this misbehaviour cannot be discovered by examining a finite prefix of a run [15] .
Solving k-set agreement with k-vector-Ω

Detectors anti-Ω and ϒ
Each query to ϒ [18] returns a non-empty set of processes. The detector ϒ guarantees that, eventually, all queries will be returning the same non-empty set T of processes, which is different from the set of correct processes. Anti-Ω is strictly Fig. 3 Immediate snapshot model specification weaker than ϒ [25] . This section shows a special case of this result: implementing anti-Ω using ϒ.
Assume that each process p i has a local instruction counter, which it periodically writes to a dedicated shared single-writer register counter i . Anti-Ω can then be implemented by always returning the member p j of the latest ϒ's output with the lowest counter j . If the eventual stable output T of ϒ contains a faulty process, then only faulty processes will eventually be output by the emulated anti-Ω (because their counter's eventually stop increasing). Otherwise, there is a correct p / ∈ T , so this p will eventually never be output. In both cases, the anti-Ω requirements are satisfied.
System model for necessity
Section 4 showed that the anti-Ω failure detector is sufficient to solve set agreement. The rest of the paper shows that anti-Ω is also necessary. In other words, any failure detector sufficient to implement a non-wait-free-solvable task, such as set agreement, can implement anti-Ω. As before, we operate in a system consisting of n processes p 1 , . . . , p n . This time, however, processes communicate using immediate atomic snapshot memory [6] , which is powerful yet still equivalent to the ordinary read-write register model [2] . The immediate snapshot model has two properties that make it useful for this paper: it simplifies tracking causal dependencies, and, in a sense, minimizes the number of runs that need to be simulated [3] .
Immediate atomic snapshot model
The immediate atomic snapshot model (Fig. 3) consists of n processes and the shared memory, which contains n single-writer registers reg 1 [i] , and moves the token back to the memory. Both the function performing this computation, and the whole algorithm being executed as a result, are referred to by the same name "Algorithm"; the provided context resolves any ambiguities. Function Algorithm has access to two pieces of data: the memory snapshot snapshot i , and the read-only register i containing the current failure detector output at process p i (see Sect. 5.3) . This paper uses the following symbols for actions:
Symbol a k denotes the kth action in the particular group: s k i is the kth step of process p i , and u k is the kth update action, and u k i is the kth update action involving p i . Each such symbol uniquely identifies an action in a schedule (see below). Processes can fail by crashing, but the memory never crashes. For any schedule A, function alive A (t) is the failure pattern [7] ; it returns the set of non-crashed processes at any given time t. I assume that (i) only alive processes take steps:
Schedules
for all s i ∈ actions(A), and (ii) crashed processes do not recover:
Processes that never crash are correct, the others are faulty. Let correct (A) def = t alive A (t) be the set of correct processes, and inf (A) ⊆ correct(A) the set of processes that perform infinitely many steps in A. Schedule A is fair iff no action of a correct node (process or memory) is enabled forever without being executed. By Lemma 1, this implies
Any schedule A consisting of all actions of A that occurred before some time t is a prefix of A. More formally, actions(A ) = { a ∈ actions(A) | time A (a) < t }, and mappings time and on actions(A ) are the same for both schedules. Note that A is its own prefix, for t = ∞. Schedule A is an extension of A iff A is a prefix of A.
When A is clear from the context, the subscript from time A , . . . can be dropped.
Failure detector specifications
Section 3.1 introduced the notion of a failure detector. A failure detector history is a function histor y( p, t), which returns the result of process p querying the detector at time t. The failure detector specification is a function that, for each possible failure pattern alive, returns the set of possible histories histor y [7] .
Recall that A (s i ) denotes the output of the failure detector at step s i (at process p i ). Detector is consistent with its specification iff all schedules A satisfy
for some function histor y allowed by the specification of for the failure pattern alive A . Note that the failure detector behaviour depends only on the failure pattern, and not, for example, on when processes take steps. A system or schedule with a detector that always outputs ⊥ is called asynchronous.
Equivalence and causality
Let vars(a) be the set of all state variables accessed by action a, including those in the enabledness test of a.
Two actions a and a conflict if they access the same state variable, that is, vars(a) ∩ vars(a ) = ∅. Let be the time-ordering relation on conflicting actions:
Recall that u k = update(B k ) is the kth update action, u k i is the kth action update(B) with p i ∈ B, and s k i is the kth step of p i . We can determine as follows
Note that steps made by different processes do not conflict, so s i s j for i = j. Two schedules are equivalent iff they have the same set actions, relation , and mapping . Note that equivalent schedules need not be identical: actions can have different times and non-conflicting actions can be executed in different orders. Lemma 8 shows that any given algorithm "behaves the same way" in equivalent schedules.
Lemma 1 Schedule A is fair if and only if (a) inf (A) = correct(A), and (b) for each s i ∈ actions(A) there is u i = update(B) ∈ actions(A) such that p i ∈ B and s i u i .
Proof By definition, A is fair iff no action is permanently enabled, by which I mean "enabled forever without being executed". 
Lemma 2 If two equivalent schedules A and B have correct (A) = correct (B), then A is fair iff B is fair.
Proof By Lemma 1, fairness depends only on actions, inf , correct, and . We have correct (A) = correct (B) by assumption, and all the other properties are preserved by equivalence. 
Runs
A run is an execution of an algorithm in a given schedule and a given initial state. Executing a run consists in executing all actions a ∈ actions(A) atomically in the order of increasing time A (a), as described in Sect. 5.1. An algorithm is executable in a given schedule if each action terminates in finite time. I assume that all schedules guarantee that any action about to be executed is always enabled.
Failure detector emulation
This section shows that failure detector outputs in one fixed schedule A allows to "emulate" it in any asynchronous schedule B. The presented method, essentially a variant of [7] , consists of two steps: collecting samples of in schedule A (Sect. 6.1), and using them to emulate in any asynchronous schedule B (Sect. 6.2). Obviously, the emulation is not perfect, however, the provided guarantees (Theorem 2) are sufficiently strong to carry out the anti-Ω extraction proof in Sect. 8.
Collecting failure detector samples
The algorithm presented in Fig. 4 , defined by the function Algorithm info (Fig. 3, line 12 ), collects two pieces of information about the current schedule A: outputs of detector , and the causality relation * between the step actions. 
Both pr ec i and det i are growing mappings. A growing mapping X i is a mapping that starts empty at all processes, and to which each step s i adds a new entry X i (s i ). The mappings X 1 , …, X n can be thought of as fragments of a single composite mapping X
Symbol dom s X i denotes the value of dom X i passed to function Algorithm at step s.
Lemma 4 If X is a growing mapping, then dom
Proof First, I will show that any action that causally succeeds a step action by some process, causally succeeds or equals the next update action involving that process (3) . Similarly, any action that causally precedes a step action by some process, causally precedes or equals the previous update action involving that process (4 
For the purpose of this proof, u 0 i = u 0 is the artificial update({ p 1 , . . . , p n }) action that precedes all other actions, and behaves as if it wrote the initial values to reg 1 , . . . , reg n and took the snapshots [reg 1 , . . . , reg n ] for all processes.
To show (3), first observe that " ⇐ " follows from 
for some k i and k j . Equivalences (3) and (4) imply
Thus, two steps are causally dependent iff one reads (u i ) after the other writes (u j ).
Fig. 5 Emulating detector at process p i
We need to prove that dom s i X j = Y j , where 
Emulating a failure detector
This section shows that mappings det A and pr ec A for a single schedule A allow us to emulate detector in any asynchronous schedule B (without a failure detector). The guarantees offered by this emulation are stated in Theorem 2. Figure 5 shows an algorithm Emulate A , which at each step emulates the output of . The heart of this emulation is computing a causality-preserving mapping map, which maps steps in schedule B, in which is emulated, to steps in schedule A, in which samples of were collected (Lemma 5).
Each It is also intended to cover the possibility that the entries of pr ec A and det A are supplied to process p i one by one from a parallel task, rather than given to it all at once at the beginning (see Sect. 8).
Lemma 6 Assume that schedule A is fair. Function
Emulate A terminates for all s i iff p i ∈ correct (A).
Proof ( ⇒ ) The assumption implies that map(s k i ) is eventually known for all k. Therefore, by Lemma 5,
( ⇐ ) We need to prove that (i) line 4 in Fig. 5 always terminates, and (ii) there is an s k i that satisfies line 5, terminating the loop.
(ii) By Lemma 3, for each step s ∈ before, there is a step s
. The latest such step, s k i with k = max s∈before k(s), satisfies s * A s k i for all s ∈ before, which, by Lemma 4 and line 3 in Fig. 4 
real and correct (D) = correct (A).
To recapitulate: schedule A is the schedule from which we gather data about the behaviour of a real . Schedule B is a schedule without a failure detector. Schedule C is identical to B, except that it has a detector, * , which always outputs the result of Emulate A .
The difference between schedules B and C is that in B the Emulate A logic is part of the algorithm, whereas in C that logic belongs in the failure detector * . Unfortunately, despite their similarity, we cannot treat B and C as one schedule. On the one hand we need C: Theorem 2 cannot state that B and D are equivalent because D has a failure detector and B does not. On the other hand, purely asynchronous schedules are critical to the main necessity proof in Sect. 8, so we need such a schedule (B) in Theorem 2.
The reason for formally distinguishing between and * is that the times of actions in C (with * ) may be different than those in D (with ). However, Theorem 2 guarantees that C and D are equivalent, which is sufficient for C and D to be indistinguishable to algorithms (Lemma 8). On the other hand, when timing details are of no interest, the distinction between and * does not matter.
Note that Theorem 2 does not guarantee schedule D to be fair. If it did, every asynchronous schedule B could emulate a schedule C equivalent to some fair schedule D with a real . This would imply that we can implement in an asynchronous manner, violating FLP [10] and similar results. With the unfairness clause, these results are not violated.
Proof (of Theorem 2) I will construct such a schedule D with
First, note that alive D = alive A implies correct (D) = correct (A). The construction, based on the executability of Emulate A in B (7) shows that these properties are satisfied and do not contradict each other: see (12) and (13) .
To prove the main equivalence claim, we need to specify the times of actions in actions(D) = actions(C). Let us start with step actions and define
where map is obtained by running Emulate A in B. Let us order all updates u 1 , u 2 , . . . ∈ actions(D) = actions(C) with respect to C , and define 
To show that such an assignment is possible, note that,
By (8) and induction on k we have
which makes assignments time D (u k ) satisfying (9) possible. Two actions conflict iff their vars overlap. To show that C and D are equivalent, we need C = D and * C = D (Sect. 5.4). The former can be shown by proving that all pairs of conflicting actions occur in both C and D in the same order. In other words, (10) for any conflicting a and a . The inverse implication follows automatically by exchanging a and a .
Let u k i be the kth action update(B) with p i ∈ B. Using (8) and (9), we can show (10) by considering all possible pairs of conflicting actions:
We have shown that C = D . To conclude equivalence, we need *
Note that D and histor y D satisfy (1):
and that only alive processes take steps: 
Lemma 7 If an Algorithm is executable and safe in all fair schedules A I , then it is so in all schedules
Proof To obtain a contradiction, assume that Algorithm is non-executable or unsafe in some schedule A I . Consider two cases. 
The time ordering of actions in A v can be determined from because for any a, a ∈ A v :
The main proof uses structural induction on actions a ordered by . Consider the set 
= inf (B).
This can be achieved by constructing map alive so that each process p / ∈ inf (B) fails at some point after taking its last step. Finally, although, strictly speaking, property (B3) depends on the algorithm being executed, the algorithm is usually clear from the context.
Lemma 9 Consider a task T in an asynchronous system. If an Algorithm solves T in all block schedules, then some Algorithm * solves T in all fair asynchronous schedules.
Proof Let Algorithm * be the same as Algorithm, except that steps of processes that have already decided are no-ops. For any schedule B I * , let the predicate T (B I * ) mean that Algorithm * solves task T in schedule B I * . We need to show that T (B I * ) holds in any fair B I * . The proof introduces two schedule transformations
and then concludes by showing T (B I ).
Transformation of B I * → B I
• introduces a block structure (B1) by delaying all step actions s k i until just before the Fig. 6 Algorithm A , an asynchronous emulation of Algorithm next update u k i involving the same process p i . Since the system is asynchronous, these changes do not affect the output i (s i ) = ⊥ of the (non-existent) failure detector. Neither do they affect * . As a consequence, the resulting schedule
• is equivalent to B I * , it is also fair, and Lemma 8 implies
• → B I introduces property (B3) by failing any process immediately after it makes a decision running Algorithm * . In other words, if p i decided in s k i , then we remove steps s • , we obtain another schedule B I . Since all these processes are now faulty, schedule B I is fair. Since the removed steps of Algorithm * were no-ops anyway,
• ). B I is a block schedule with respect to Algorithm * : it has a block structure (B1), is fair (B2), and processes running Algorithm * do not take step after deciding (B3). Property (B3) implies that Algorithm and Algorithm * are identical in B I . As a result, B I is a block schedule with respect to Algorithm as well, which means that Algorithm solves T in B I . This in turn implies that
* ), which proves the assertion.
Non-wait-free tasks need anti-Ω
Consider any task T such that (T1) some Algorithm solves T in a system with detector , and (T2) no algorithm solves T in an asynchronous system. This section proves that detector can implement anti-Ω. Let us start by defining Algorithm A , which is an asynchronous emulation of Algorithm (Fig. 6) . In each step, Algorithm A first calls Emulate A to obtain an emulated output of , and then executes a step of Algorithm using the emulated . Proof By definition, schedules B and C have the same actions and . Also by definition, the detector * outputs in C are same as the values returned by Emulate A in B. Therefore, running Algorithm in C I is equivalent to running Algorithm A in B I , so both runs end up with the same decision vector.
Lemma 10 Consider the schedules from Theorem 2. For any input vector I , if Algorithm
Schedules C and D are equivalent, so have the same actions, , and mappings . Thus, the decision vector of Algorithm is the same in C I and D I (Lemma 8).
Lemma 11 There exists a block schedule B I in which
Algorithm A is non-executable or non-deciding.
Proof To get a contradiction, assume that Algorithm A is executable and deciding in all block schedules B I . As a result, Emulate A is executable in B, so we can apply Theorem 2, and obtain schedule D, with a real and equivalent to schedule B with emulated by Emulate A .
By (T1), Algorithm is executable and safe in all fair schedules with a real , which Lemma 7 extends to all schedules, in particular D I . This, with the assumption that Algorithm A is executable in B I , implies that Algorithm A is safe in B I (Lemma 10).
As a result, Algorithm A is executable, safe, and deciding (solves T ) in all block schedules B I . This, by Lemma 9, violates (T2). See Sect. 8.3 for the discussion of the finiteness of Algorithm A .
Lemma 12 Consider a fair A. If a run of Algorithm A in a fair schedule B I is executable and non-deciding, then inf (B) ⊂ correct(A).
Proof Executability of Algorithm A in B I implies executability of Emulate A in B. This, by Lemma 6, implies inf (B) ⊆ correct(A). This also means that we can use Theorem 2.
To rule out inf (B) = correct(A), consider schedule D from Theorem 2, which satisfies correct (D) = correct (A). Since schedule B is fair, and B and C have the same actions and alive by definition, schedule C is also fair. For this 
Extracting anti-Ω
To extract anti-Ω, let us fix A to be the current schedule. We will first find a block schedule B I postulated by Lemma 11, and simulate Algorithm A in it, while always outputting the process being simulated. If Algorithm A is not executable in B I , then this method will eventually get stuck while trying to simulate a faulty process (Lemma 6). This would result in the emulated anti-Ω outputting the same faulty process forever, Fig. 7 Emulating anti-Ω using and simulated runs of Algorithm A which is good. On the other hand, if Algorithm A is executable but non-deciding in B I , then by Lemma 12, there is a correct process that eventually will never be output, which is also good.
Finding schedule B I
To complete the anti-Ω emulation we now need to find B I and ensure that we know enough about the current schedule A to simulate Algorithm A .
The anti-Ω emulation process consists of two concurrent tasks (Fig. 7) . The first task uses the code from Fig. 4 to continuously collect information about the behaviour of detector in the current schedule A, by updating pr ec A and det A (Sect. 6.1).
The second task in Fig. 7 Only these processes will be permitted to take any further steps. Then, ex plore considers all P k+1 ⊆ P k ∩ N k in any fixed order consistent with "⊆", for example, in the order of increasing |P k+1 |. For each such P k+1 , the algorithm recursively examines all non-empty blocks B k+1 ⊆ P k+1 .
For each choice of P k+1 and B k+1 , the algorithm simulates block B k+1 in state S k by first simulating all processes p ∈ B k+1 taking a step, and then simulating update(B k+1 ) itself. The output of anti-Ω is always set to the process being simulated. The algorithm denotes the new state as S k+1 and repeats the procedure recursively.
The rest of this section shows that some ex plore call in line 17 does not terminate; it either gets stuck simulating a faulty process (good), or travels down the recursion tree along some infinite path B 1 B 2 . . ., while outputting simulated processes as the value of anti-Ω (also good). The only problem is that while going into the main non-terminating infinite path, the algorithm keeps exploring short, terminating branches, effectively outputting random processes as anti-Ω. To prevent this, the algorithm constrains these finite branches by requiring B k ⊆ P k , and exploring smaller P k+1 first. This ensures that, eventually, only processes from inf (B) will be output as anti-Ω (Theorem 3). Fig. 7 does not terminate.
Lemma 13 For some input vector I , line 17 in
Proof First, observe that, for a given I , line 17 simulates Algorithm A in all block schedules B I . This is because setting P 0 P 1 . . . with P k+1 = P k ∩ N k allows all B = B 1 B 2 . . . in which decided processes do not take steps.
If line 17 terminated for all input vectors I , this would mean that Algorithm A is executable and deciding in all block schedules B I , contradicting Lemma 11.
Lemma 14
In fair schedules A, the sequences of steps performed by the algorithm in Fig. 7 are the same at all correct processes.
Proof The only process-dependent action in the algorithm is the step simulation function in Fig. 5 , which uses process-and-time-dependent values dom pr ec A = dom det A . Therefore, the only difference can be caused by line 4 in Fig. 5 terminating at some correct processes but not on others.
We therefore need to show that if s k i ∈ dom pr ec A holds at some correct process, then it will eventually hold at all correct processes. Since Algorithm A is executable and deciding in all block schedules B I , all paths in our tree are finite. By inverted König's Lemma, the tree itself is finite, and so is the number of possible schedules B I . Executing Algorithm A in each such B I uses only a finite number of entries map A and det A . As a result, only a finite number of map A and det A are ever needed in Algorithm A . By keeping only these, and discarding all the others, we obtain a finite algorithm equivalent to Algorithm A .
If the number of possible input vectors is not finite, there may be no finite equivalent to Algorithm A , unless det A and map A can somehow be compressed to a finite size. It is not obvious, however, to what extent this problem is caused by the distributed nature of our system model, as the following example shows.
Consider any non-Turing-computable function f : N → N, and a failure detector that, at any given time t, outputs the list f (1), . . . , f ( t ). Consider a task T in which each process is given n ∈ N as the input, and should output f (n) as its decision. If we consider only finite algorithms, this task is trivial to implement with , and impossible without it, even if the system consists of one process only. With infinite algorithms allowed, this task becomes trivially solved by storing the whole function f .
This reasoning shows that, if only finite algorithms are allowed, there is no hope of finding the weakest failure detector for general non-wait-free-solvable tasks with infinitely many possible input vectors, because of computabilitytheory issues.
Discussion
The anti-Ω extraction proof in Sect. 8 is not specific to set agreement, but works with any non-wait-free-solvable task T . This confirms that detector anti-Ω is the weakest nonimplementable eventual failure detector [25] . Equivalently, any failure detector that implements task T also implements set agreement, even if T is strictly weaker than set agreement (e.g. renaming or symmetry breaking [14] ).
The Ω necessity result for Consensus [7] uses decision values to construct an infinite non-deciding bivalent run. On the other hand, this paper follows the approach of [18] : it constructs a non-deciding run using only non-implementability of set agreement [5, 19, 24] . As a consequence, we did not need to reprove non-implementability of set agreement, which would probably be the most difficult part. In contrast, large parts of [7] are devoted to essentially reproving a version of FLP [10] .
Although the simulation Theorem 2 can be thought of as just a repackaging of [7] , it clearly splits the generic detector emulation (Sect. 6) and the extraction part of the proof (Sect. 8). Thus, to obtain similar results for other taskdetector pairs, one just needs to devise an extraction algorithm such as the one in Fig. 7 . With this simplification of the proof process, I am hoping for many similar results to appear in the near future.
Open questions
Several algorithms in this paper are not anonymous [14] , that is, not symmetric wrt process ids. For example, the "k-vector-Ω from k-anti-Ω" algorithm in Fig. 1 contains "ties broken deterministically" (line 10), which requires a pre-agreed order on processes. The question remains whether k-anti-Ω can implement k-set agreement in an anonymous way. Failing this, can it implement weaker abstractions such as renaming or weak symmetry breaking [14] ?
The detector-emulation algorithms (Figs. 5, 6 ) are anonymous but the anti-Ω extraction (Fig. 7) is not. In other words, the notion of relative implementability of failure detectors (not tasks), here and in [25] , is not anonymous. Is anti-Ω the weakest detector also if anonymity is required?
This paper showed that any wait-free-impossible task requires anti-Ω. Kuznetsov and Gafni [12] showed that k-set agreement requires k-anti-Ω. Can we combine these results and prove that any k-impossible task requires k-anti-Ω. (A k-impossible task is a task that is not solvable in a purely asynchronous system in which at most k processes can fail. The case considered in this paper corresponds to k = n − 1.) Can we go even further, and use a similar technique to design a generic algorithm that, given an algorithm solving some task, extracts the weakest failure detector for that task? Note that being able to extract (emulate) that detector does not mean that we know what properties it satisfies.
Finally, is the weakest failure detector for every task eventual and with finite range? An affirmative answer to this question would be attractive because the relative strengths of such detectors, in a system of a fixed size, can be determined automatically [25] . On the other hand, a similar problem of waitfree-implementability of a given task is undecidable [11] .
Conclusion
The anti-Ω detector [25] outputs process ids and ensures that some correct process id is eventually never output. This paper showed that anti-Ω is both sufficient and necessary to implement set agreement in a shared-memory model.
The sufficiency is established by presenting an algorithm that uses k-anti-Ω to implement k-set agreement. It first implements an equivalent detector, k-vector-Ω, a vector of k detectors, at least one of which behaves as Ω. Detector k-vector-Ω is then used to implement k-set agreement by executing k parallel instances of Ω-based Consensus and adopting any of their decisions.
The necessity is proved by showing that anti-Ω information can be extracted from any detector that can implement a non-wait-free-solvable task T . First, I show how to safely emulate in any asynchronous schedule, based on its samples collected from the current one. Then, I simulate runs of a T solving algorithm in all possible fair schedules, with emulated . Since T is not wait-free-solvable, one such run does not decide. Finally, I prove that at least one correct process takes only finitely many steps in this schedule, which means that just outputting ids of processes being simulated actually implements anti-Ω. Following [18] , this method does not use the decisions of the implementing algorithm, only the fact it does not decide in some fair schedule.
